Getting Started With BouncerOnline

User Guide for BouncerOnline
Version 3.0
October 2013
The Getting Started Guide is designed to help you set up,
configure and make the most of your BouncerOnline account.
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System Requirements
BouncerOnline
If you are using the latest available version of your web browser, we do not anticipate any issues using
BouncerOnline. Below are specific requirements for common web browsers:
•
•
•
•
•

Notes:

Firefox 2.x, 3.x 2, 4+5
Internet Explorer 7, 8 2, 9 5
Safari (desktop) 3.2, 4.x 2, 5.x 4
Safari (iOS) 4.32, 5+6
Chrome 1+ 1

The minimum required Firefox version is 2.0.0.20
Only Flash 10 is certified.
For Internet Explorer 8 and 9, only Native mode is supported. View Compatibility mode
should be disabled.
No Bouncer software is installed on your PC or Mac.

BouncerApp
BouncerApp v3.0 requires iOS version 5.0 or later.
Hardware Required
BouncerApp v3.0 is compatible with the following:
• iPhone 4/4s or iPhone 5
• iPod Touch (4th generation) or later
• iPad*, iPad 2, iPad 3 and iPad 4
Note: Bouncer requires iPhone and IPod Touch users to have either a Linea-Pro or
Captuvo scanner (available from bouncerapp.c om). A scanner is needed for scanning
the 2D barcode and/or swiping the magnetic stripe on ID’s. The Infinea Tab scanner is
required for iPad users.
Your iOS Device can run BouncerApp without an additional scanner, but without a
scanner you will not be able to take advantage of most of the app’s key features.
Note: For full details regarding BouncerApp hardware requirements, please refer to your
BouncerApp User Guide.
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Sign-Up and Register Your Device(s)
Registering with BouncerOnline
To get started you need to sign-up for a BouncerOnline account by going to bouncerapp.com.
After you have signed-up, you may register one or more Devices with your account. A Device can be an
iPhone, iPod Touch, or iPad. Your Device must be running BouncerApp V3.0 or later and iOS 4.3 or later.
1. To register for a BouncerOnline account, go to bouncerapp.com.
2. Click on “Sign In”
and choose “Create New Account.”
3. You will be taken to a new screen
where you can enter all your account information as well as
payment information. While registering for a BouncerOnline account, you will also choose a username
and password.
4. After you have created your BouncerOnline account, you will need to register your Device(s) with
BouncerOnline.
Note: At some point in the future, after you have set-up your BouncerOnline account, you can change
your password and other account information by going to Account Settings.
See the Account Settings section of this User Guide for further information.

Note: Before Registering your Device(s) with BouncerOnline, please make sure
that you have a reliable network connection and plenty of battery life remaining
on your Device (or your Device is plugged in). Registering your Device includes
synchronizing data between your Device and your BouncerOnline account. This
process can take some time and this process should not be interrupted. So be
prepared when you register your Device.

continue to next page
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Registering your Device(s)

To register your Device with BouncerOnline:
1. Press “Settings”
on the Main Screen to navigate to the General Settings Screen.
2. Press
“Configure BouncerOnline” to go the Setup Screen.
3. Enter the username and password
that you chose when setting up your BouncerOnline account.
4. Press “Register Device.”
5. After your Device is able to successfully connect to
BouncerOnline and log in to your account with the
username and password that you provided, you will
be presented with an alert stating that your
Device has been successfully registered.

continue to next page
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Registering your Device and Copying Data (cont.)
6. If registration fails, press “Ok” and check the following:
• Verify that you have a working WiFi or 3G network connection
• Verify that you have entered the correct username and password
• Verify that you can log in to BouncerOnline from a browser using this same username and
password.
• Try re-entering the Username and Password and press Register Device again.
• Verify that you do not have a Firewall blocking port 7001. If you are working behind a firewall,
open port 7001 and try again.
7. Once you have successfully registered, press “Ok” and you will be asked whether you want to:
Copy Data To Server

or

Copy Data From Server

If you choose Copy Data To Server,
all of data in your BouncerOnline
account will be erased and replaced with the data from your Device.
If you choose Copy Data From Server, all of the data on your Device will be
erased and replaced with the data from your new BouncerOnline Account.
Please choose carefully to avoid losing data!
Typically, you will want to choose “Copy Data To Server” for your first Device when you register
that Device for the first time. You would choose “Copy Data From Server” for any additional Devices
that you register with BouncerOnline.
When you “Copy Data To Server” you will be copying all the existing data stored in your Device
(for example, Entry Data and any Lists you may have already created).
8. You will be prompted to confirm your choice.

9. After your data has successfully been copied to the BouncerOnline server press “Save”
on the
bottom of the BouncerOnline Setup screen to return to the Main Screen. We recommend signing in
to your BouncerOnline account to confirm that the data has been uploaded from your Device to the
server.
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Registering Additional Devices and Copying Data from the Server
You may use BouncerApp on multiple Devices and you may register them all with a single BouncerOnline
account. After you have registered your first Device with BouncerOnline, you can add additional Devices to
your account.
The steps for registering additional Devices are the same steps as the previous page that you took to register
your first Device — with one important exception:
For your additional Devices, you should choose:
Copy Data From Server

NOT

Copy Data To Server

Note: This step will delete the existing data on your additional Device and replace
it with the data from your BouncerOnline account.
Reminder: If you registered a new, additional Device and select
“Copy Data To Server,” you would lose all of your existing data.

1. Once you have successfully registered an additional Device, press “Ok” and you will be asked whether
you want to choose “Copy Data To Server” or “Copy Data From Server.”
2. When you choose “Copy Data From Server” you will be copying all the existing data stored in
BouncerOnline directly to your additional Device(s). You will be prompted to confirm your choice.
3. After your data has successfully been copied from the BouncerOnline server to your additional Device
press “Save”
on the bottom of the BouncerOnline Setup screen to return to the Main Screen.
Note: Your additional Devices will receive their data from the Server. If you copied data to the Server
from your first Device, your additional Devices will now have the same Data as that Device (i.e., Entry
Data, Lists, etc.).
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Account Settings
If you need to review or change the information you entered when you signed up for BouncerOnline, you
should review the Account Settings.
To change your Account Settings:
1. Log in to BouncerOnline.
2. Choose Account Settings
and you will see the Account Information screen.
3. You can change details such as your Business Name, Email Address, etc. You also can change your
password
or renew your subscription.
4. The final step is to press “Done” on the top of the screen
to save your changes or select “Cancel”
to discard them.
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Data Review and Monitoring Activity
BouncerOnline Features
With BouncerOnline you can access all of your Entry Data and Lists from your desktop computer or laptop.
• You can review your Entry Data for any past activity. BouncerOnline Users have their data stored
indefinitely on our server.
• You can even monitor your Entry Data while your venue is open for business.
You can review Current Occupancy and any other information your door staff is capturing when
they scan or swipe ID’s.
• You can create new Lists.
• You can edit Lists and add or remove guests from Lists.
• BouncerOnline supports multiple Devices with one user account synced to multiple iOS Devices.

The Welcome Screen
Each time you log in to BouncerOnline you will start at the Welcome Screen. At the top of the screen is the
same Current Occupancy data you see on the Main Screen in BouncerApp. Below you will see a section with
New List Memberships. This is a recap of all the latest additions made to your Lists with both BouncerOnline
and BouncerApp.

Note: At anytime you can select “Welcome” from the BouncerOnline menu and see the latest Current
Occupancy, additions to Lists and other data.
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Sync Automatically with BouncerOnline
Once you have registered your Device(s), any changes that you make on your Device(s) will be automatically
synchronized with your BouncerOnline account. And any additions or changes to the data on your
BouncerOnline account will be automatically synchronized with your registered Device(s). Multiple Devices
can be kept in sync via a single shared BouncerOnline account.
By default, Bouncer will automatically sync changes between your Device(s) and BouncerOnline. This happens
automatically in the background as long as your Device has a reliable network connection and your account
info remains valid. Automatic syncing occurs every 30 seconds.
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One Account – Multiple Devices
With auto syncing, BouncerOnline enables you and your staff to use multiple Devices to monitor all your
entry and exit doors. Automatic syncing occurs every 30 seconds.
When your venue is open for business, you and any of your staff, using any Device registered to the same
BouncerOnline account, will see the same information. You also can monitor activity from your desktop
computer or laptop by logging in to your BouncerOnline account.
The example below illustrates what happens if your venue has a separate entrance and exit door where both
locations have staff tracking guests using BouncerApp:
• At the exit door the security staff presses Guest Exit
to indicate when a guest has left the venue.
• The door person at your venue’s entrance will see a new Occupancy Count
after BouncerOnline
performs an automatic syncing of data.

Note: We suggest pressing the Guest Exit button every time a guests leaves or steps outside the venue’s area
secured by your door staff. Even if the guest is exiting briefly to use a phone, smoke, etc. When those guests
re-enter the venue, then you press Guest Re-Entry. This step is essential in order to have an accurate total
for the number of guests currently inside your venue.
Reminder: You and your door staff are solely responsible for enforcing all applicable ordinances and
laws regarding Capacity and ensuring that your venue does not exceed maximum occupancy or
capacity for your venue.
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Monitor Data – from anywhere
You also do not have to be at your venue to monitor current activity. You can monitor activity with a
desktop computer or laptop and/or with your iPhone or other iOS Device:
•
•

You can monitor your venue from any desktop computer or laptop anywhere with a reliable network
connection when you log in to BouncerOnline.
Alternatively, if you have your iPhone or other iOS Device with you, you can simply check
BouncerApp to monitor the current situation in your venue (WiFi or 3G network connection
required). When you use your iPhone to look at BouncerApp’s Main Screen, you will see the same
information your door staff sees. You can be in the back office of your venue, across town, or
anywhere you have a WiFi or 3G network connection.

Below is an example of the same Entry Data viewed with on a user’s computer and an iOS Device.

Reminder: With auto syncing occurring every 30 seconds, you can even monitor your Entry Data while your
venue is open for business. You can review Current Occupancy and any other information your door staff is
capturing when they scan or swipe ID’s.
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Managing Lists with BouncerOnline
Creating Lists
Bouncer enables you to create any number of Lists using BouncerApp or BouncerOnline.
• These can be Guest Lists, VIP Lists and even Lists of guests who have been banned.
• With each List you can assign a specific action:
o Entry Allowed
o Warn on Entry
o Deny Entry
You also can create custom Status Messages that appears on screen in BouncerApp when a List member’s ID
has been swiped/scanned (i.e., “VIP Guest”).

Creating Lists – Getting Started
Below is an example that shows how to create a specific Guest List. In this case, a List for your DJ that spins
Saturday nights. These steps are the ones you would use to create any List with BouncerOnline.
To create a new List:
1. Log in to BouncerOnline.
2. Choose Lists
and you will see the List screen. Select “Add”
3. This will take you to a blank screen for the new List.

to begin creating a new List

Note: See the BouncerApp User Guide for instructions to create Lists using your iOS Device and
BouncerApp.

continue to next page
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Creating Lists (cont.)
4. Choose a Name
for the List and enter it in the Name field.
5. You also have the option to enter a Description for the List.
6. By default BouncerOnline sets new Lists to match List members by “ID.”
You may activate the drop down menu
to change “Match By” setting the list and choose a different
setting from the following choices:
Match by ID
Match by Name
Match by ID or Name

7. By default BouncerOnline sets new Lists to “Entry Allowed.” You may select a different “Entry Status”
by activating the drop down menu
with the choices:
Entry Allowed
Warn on Entry
Entry Not Allowed/Entry Denied

8. You also have the option to create an Entry Message for the List.
It might be something simple like
the List name, i.e., “Miss Penny’s List.” If you want the Entry Message to appear when a List member’s
ID is scanned, you will need to select “Show Message on Entry.”
9. The final step is to press “Done”
on the top of the screen to save your new List or select “Cancel”
to discard it. You will notice the new List will appear in your set of Lists.
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Editing/Modifying Existing Lists
To make changes to an existing List:
1. Log in to BouncerOnline.
2. Choose Lists
and you will see the List screen.
3. Select the pencil icon
next to the List you wish to modify.
4. This will take you the screen for the List you selected. You can change any of the settings and
information you previously entered (see the previous pages for instructions for Creating Lists).
5. The final step is to press “Done”
on the top of the screen to save your changes or select “Cancel”
to discard them.

Note: See the BouncerApp User Guide for instructions to modify Lists using your iOS Device and
BouncerApp.
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Deleting Lists
To delete a List:
1. Log in to BouncerOnline.
2. Choose Lists
and you will see the List screen.
3. Press the red
next to the List you wish to delete.
4. The deleted List will immediately be removed from the screen.
5. The final step is to press “Done”
on the top of the screen to save your change (deleting the List)
or select “Cancel” to undo the deletion.

6. If you attempt to navigate to another section of your BouncerOnline account without pressing
“Done” or “Cancel,” an alert will pop-up asking you to save your change (deleting the List) or select
“Cancel” to return to the List screen.

Note: See the BouncerApp User Guide for instructions on deleting Lists using your iOS Device and
BouncerApp.
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Adding Guests to Lists
There are two options for adding guests to Lists using BouncerOnline:
•

Logging into BouncerOnline and adding guests manually.

•

Adding guests from Entry Data. When you review Entry Data and see Guest Details for each
individual guest, you can also add that guest to any List you have already created.
See the Entry Data Section of this User Guide for instructions.

With BouncerApp you have additional options for adding guests to Lists by:
• Scanning/Swiping guest ID’s.
• Adding guests from the ID Screen in BouncerApp.
• Adding guests from their corresponding Entry Action Screen in the Entry Data.
• Adding guests manually.
See the BouncerApp User Guide for instructions on adding guests to Lists with your iOS Device.
Note: Before you can add guests to a List, you need to create a List(s) first. Please refer to the previous
section for instructions on creating Lists.

continue to next page
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Adding Guests Manually
To manually add a guest to a List:
1. Log in to BouncerOnline and choose Lists
to navigate to the List screen.
2. Select the pencil icon
next to the List you wish to add guests to.
3. This will take you the screen for the List you selected.
4. Press “Add Member”
.
5. A new blank entry
will appear where you can enter the guest’s name and additional, optional
information.
6. Repeat Step 4 and Step 5 to add additional guests.
7. The final step is to press “Done”
on the top of the screen to save the guest(s) to the List or select
“Cancel” to discard the newly added member(s).

Note: If you have added guests to a List manually, make sure that List is set to:
Match by Name

or

Match by ID or Name

If the List is only set to Match by ID - BouncerApp will not recognize the
manually entered guests when their ID is scanned.

continue to next page
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List Details in BouncerOnline – Reading the List Screen
When you add guests to a List or modify List members, there is optional information you can add or change.
BouncerOnline users may find it easier to access and review information from their desktop computer or
laptop instead of using an iOS Device with a small screen and keyboard. Note, the same data can be seen
either when you log in to BouncerOnline or use an iOS Device.
Unless you have a big monitor with a large browser window open, remember to scroll to the right to see all
the data Bouncer can retain for individual guests. As you scroll to the right you’ll notice details such as
gender, eye color, hair color, height, etc. These are the details that are often captured when ID’s are
scanned/swiped with BouncerApp.

continue to next page
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Reading the List Screen (cont.)
Below is an example that shows sample Lists and data in BouncerOnline:

a You’ll notice that some names and addresses are formatted differently, for example in all capital
letters. You choose the format/capitalization when you manually enter guests. But, when a guest
ID is swiped/scanned and the guest is added to a List, the information is formatted the way it
appeared on the actual ID.

b When a guest ID is swiped/scanned and the guest is added to a List, Bouncer also adds captured
Data such as the ID/License number, address, physical description.
If you do not wish to capture all this data, you can change your Settings in BouncerApp.
See the BouncerApp User Guide for instructions.

c By default the Expiration Date for each guest is blank. That means their membership on the List
never expires.
You can add an optional expiration date when the guest will be removed from the List.
d You can add an optional email address when adding or modifying a List member.

e You can add an optional mailing address when adding or modifying a List member.
For example, if you want to use this information for a promotional mailing list.

f On your Banned List the Expiration Date for each guest is also blank. They are permanently

banned unless you choose to add an Expiration Date for the guest to be removed from the List.
For example, if you were to ban a patron for 30 days.

g You also can add optional notes for any member of any List. For example, a reminder that you
had to “call the police” when you 86’d a particularly bad patron.

h You also can scroll to the right and manually enter an option physical description in the
appropriate fields. Especially if you want to make sure your door staff can recognize a banned
patron.
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Reviewing/Editing List Members
Once a guest has been added to a List, you can always return to the List at anytime and make changes to their
information. For example:
• You can add notes to the guest’s entry.
• You can add or change email or mailing addresses.
• You can change a guest’s Expiration Date or remove the Expiration Date and put them on the List
permanently.
• You can delete a guest from a List (see below).
Note: You can do all these things with BouncerApp, but might prefer to do some from your desktop
computer or laptop. Either way that you choose to make changes and additions, Bouncer’s auto syncing will
keep your Devices and online data up to date.
Deleting Guests from a List
To delete a guest from any List:
1. Log in to BouncerOnline and choose Lists
to navigate to the List screen.
2. Select the pencil icon
next to the List you wish to delete guests from.
3. This will take you the screen for the List you selected.
4. Press the red
next to the guest you wish to delete from the List.
5. The deleted guest will immediately be removed from the screen.
6. Repeat Step 4 if you wish to delete additional guests.
7. The final step is to press “Done”
on the top of the screen to save your change (deleting the guest)
or select “Cancel” to undo the deletion.

8) If you attempt to navigate to another section of your
BouncerOnline account without pressing “Done” or “Cancel,”
an alert will pop-up asking you to save your change (deleting
the guest) or select “Cancel” to return to the List screen.
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Exporting Lists to Excel with BouncerOnline
BouncerOnline gives you the option to export any List as an Excel Spreadsheet directly to your desktop
computer or laptop. When logged in to BouncerOnline simply select “Export to Excel”
on the List Screen
for the List you would like to export.
Note: BouncerApp users can have the same spreadsheet emailed to them when they choose a List Report.
See the BouncerApp User Guide for details.

Printing your List
If you wish to create a printed List, for example a hard copy of the guest list for your door staff, we suggest
Exporting the List to Excel and then printing out the names column of the spreadsheet (see below).
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Using BouncerOnline with Multiple Establishments
and Sharing Lists
A common question that we get is:
"I have two bars. Can I use a single BouncerOnline Account to share data for both establishments?"
No. We recommend that you set up a separate BouncerOnline account for each establishment.
If you were to use one BouncerOnline Account for two or more venues, this is what would happen:
•
•
•
•

You would not be able to use any of BouncerApp’s features for tracking Current Occupancy.
Your Entry Data would not distinguish which venues the activity took place
You would see times of Guest Entries, ReEntries, Exits, etc., but you would not know
which venue they took place.
BouncerApp would still work for checking ID’s.
You would see the same set of Lists (Guest Lists, Banned Lists, etc,) for both venues.

If you have multiple establishments and would like to use BouncerOnline, please contact us at
info@bouncerapp.com for information and support on setting up your account as well as possible volume
discounts.
Note: If you have multiple BouncerOnline accounts, we recommend having a separate, dedicated Device for
each of your accounts. Otherwise it would be necessary to un-register and re-register your Device every
time you switched between accounts.

Sharing Lists
We anticipate that you might want to be able to share Lists between the other establishments you operate.
In particular, sharing you “Banned List” to keep unwanted patrons out of all your venues.
Please contact us at info@bouncerapp.com for support on sharing Lists between your BouncerOnline
Accounts.
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Entry Data with BouncerOnline
Data Retention Policies
When you scan an ID, BouncerApp is able to retain some of the data from the ID. This can be useful for
various reports as well as verifying information if an issue arises with a guest(s) who has been allowed entry to
your venue. Bouncer retains the following data:
•
•
•

Name
Physical Description (age, gender, height, weight hair color, eye color, etc.)
Address

Note: The information that BouncerApp can read off of an ID can vary by different state and/or type of ID.
For example, some of the printed information on some states’ ID’s may not be readable by scanning.
BouncerOnline stores detailed Entry Data indefinitely.
In BouncerApp, ID information is saved for 30 days by default on your iOS Device. BouncerApp users can
store Entry Data on their iOS Device(s) for up 90 days by changing their settings. BouncerOnline’s auto
syncing feature automatically transfers Entry Data from your registered iOS Device(s) to our server.
Note: To save the Entry Data on your Device for longer than 90 days, you must have a BouncerOnline
account and sync that Device.
To modify your Data Retention Policy settings in BouncerApp:
1. Press the "Settings" button
on the top of the Main Screen.
2. This will take you to the Settings screen.
Note: You need to scroll down on this screen to see all of the Data Retention Policies.
3. Slide the switch
for the particular information from
“ON” to “OFF” or vice versa to
modify which data you keep in BouncerApp/
4. Press “Save”
on the bottom toolbar to save your changes or select “Cancel” to discard them.
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Data Storage/Back-Up with BouncerOnline
Your BouncerApp data is only stored locally on your iOS Device(s) for up to 90 days. With a BouncerOnline
account, your older data remains available on our secure server.
BouncerOnline subscribers also have their data synced automatically to their BouncerOnline Account.
This is the recommended way to backup your Bouncer data and provides you with added security if your iOS
Device is ever lost or stolen. Only BouncerOnline Users have their data backed up regularly and frequently
with auto syncing. This happens automatically in the background as long as your Device is on and has a reliable
network connection and your account info remains valid.
Note: When your iOS Device is backed up to your computer, your latest Bouncer data is usually included as
part of the backup. Accessing that data would require restoring the entire Device.
Also, iCloud Backup does not back up Bouncer data.
Accessing Your Entry Data
The following pages have detailed instructions for accessing, searching, sorting your Entry Data. You even can
view data as charts and graphs.
After reviewing the instructions, we recommend that you basically test out your Entry Data with
BouncerOnline. It is one of the best ways to become more familiar with the many functions you can perform
with the information that BouncerApp retains every time an ID is swiped or scanned.
To begin accessing your Entry Data:
1. Log in to BouncerOnline.
2. Choose Entry Data
and you will see the Entry Data screen.

3. The next step is to perform a Search. Begin by expanding the Search menu.

continue to next page
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Entry Data – Basic Search
4. To start your search of Entry Data you need to select a data range.
The drop down menu has
choices of the Last 24 Hours, Last Week, Last Month or a Custom Date Range.

Note: The “Last 24 Hours” refers to the previous 24 hours from the moment you are searching.
For example if you conduct a search at Friday at 5:00 p.m. you will search all the Entry Data since
5:01 p.m. on the previous day. Selecting “Last Week” will give you the Entry Data from the previous
7 days, or to be exact, the previous 154 hours from the time of the search, i.e., from 5:00 p.m. on
Friday back to 5:01 p.m. on the previous Friday. “Last Month” refers to the last 30 days from the time
you do the search.
4b. I you wanted to look in to specific a period of data, say the prior evening between 9:30 and 10:15 p.m.
you would want to enter a Custom Date Range. First select the start Time field and enter a new date
and time and then repeat the step with the end Time field and enter a new date and time.
Alternatively, you can press the calendar icon to the right of each Time field and
activate a popup calendar. You can change the date and time for each Time field by using the calendar.

5. The next step is to make a choice between types of specific Entry Data by selecting “All” for a specific
type of Entry Data. Or by selecting “Any”
to see any kind of Entry Data from the dates you have
chosen.

continue to next page for Types of Entry Data
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Entry Data – Types of Data
6. To search on specific types of Entry Data you can choose from the types of entries that BouncerApp
logs, including Scanned Entry, Scanned Re-Entry, Rejected, Unscanned Entry, etc.
For example, if you were trying to look at specific Rejected guests for the prior evening in order to
add a troublesome patron to your Banned List.

7. The final step is to press the “Search” button to the right of screen
new search of your Entry Data.

or select “Reset” to start a

continue to next page for Advanced Search
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Entry Data – Advanced Search
When you select Advanced Search
search and filter for detailed results.

you are given an extended set of categories of Entry Data you can

In addition to all the features of a Basic Search (see previous page), you can factor in, age,
location
(by zip code) for more detailed search results.

gender

and

Sorting Entry Data
BouncerOnline gives you the option to sort your Entry Data, after you have your search results.
Search results are sorted in columns. When you drag your mouse over the top of some of the columns, you
will notice that arrows appear. Clicking on these arrows will sort the data in these columns in either
ascending or descending order.

Note: If you prefer, you can first export your search results to an Excel Spreadsheet and sort and review
your results in Excel.
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Adding Guests to Lists from your Entry Data
When you are reviewing your Entry Data you can press on any Scanned Entry in the data to go to the Entry
Action Screen for that guest. To add that guest to a List:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Select the pencil icon
next to the guest you wish to add to a List(s).
This will take you to the Guest Details screen for the guest you selected.
Press “Add New Guest List Membership”
.
A new blank entry
will appear where you select a List from the drop down menu.
By default, the guest will never expire form the List unless you choose to add an Expiration Date.
Pressing on the calendar icon
will activate the pop-up calendar.
6. Repeat Step 3 and Step 4 to add the guest to additional Lists.
7. The final step is to press “Done”
on the top of the screen to save the guest(s) to the List or select
“Cancel” to discard the newly added member(s).

Note: This feature can be particular useful when you need to review your Entry Data to look for a problem
guest and add them to your Banned List. See the bouncerapp.com support section for detailed instructions
on adding problem patrons to a “Banned List.”
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Exporting Entry Data to Excel with BouncerOnline
BouncerOnline gives you the option to export your Entry Data, as an Excel Spreadsheet, directly to your
desktop computer or laptop.
After you have your Entry Data search results, simply select “Export to Excel”
on the Entry Data Screen
to export the results.

Only BouncerOnline subscribers can:
• Search and narrow down their Entry Data before exporting it to an Excel Spreadsheet.
• Sort their search results before exporting Entry Data to an Excel Spreadsheet.
Note: While using BouncerApp, one can have a similar spreadsheet emailed to yourself when you choose an
Entry Data Report. BouncerApp generates a report with all the Entry Data stored on the Device.
See the BouncerApp User Guide for details.
Creating Charts with Excel vs. BouncerOnline
The next section of this User Guide shows you how to review your Entry Data search results in chart form.
The current version of BouncerOnline gives you a choice of creating basic pie, bar and line charts to compare
guest counts, age ranges and genders from scanned ID’s. Charts in BouncerOnline are designed for quick and
easy online review online.
If you need to create detailed, customized charts for reports and other documents, we recommend exporting
your Entry Data search results to an Excel spreadsheet. Excel offers a wider range of features for making
charts and adding them to documents.
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Reviewing your Scanned Entry Data in Charts
BouncerOnline gives you the option to review and visualize your scanned/swiped Entry Data in chart form.
You can incorporate your Entry Data by Guest Counts, Age Range or Gender into a Line Chart, Bar Chart,
Stacked Bar Chart or Pie Chart. You can also review your Entry Data for Age Range or Gender as a Stacked
Bar Chart.

You can use one of the preset Date Ranges for your Chart or set custom dates.
To create a new Chart:
1. At any time when you are logged in to BouncerOnline, choose Charts
and you will see a drop
down menu. Select which type of Chart you would like to create.
You have a choice of:
Guest Counts
Age Range
Gender

2. You will be taken to a new screen with your Chart.
3. There are two drop down menus. One allows you to change the Date Range for your Chart and the
other the Chart Type.

continue to next page
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Reviewing your Entry Data in Charts (cont.)
Changing Chart Types
Reminder: You can review your data as a Line Chart, Bar Chart, Stacked Bar Chart or Pie Chart.
You can use one of the preset date ranges for your Chart or enter Custom Dates.
To change the Chart Type:
1. Simply press the current Chart Type to activate the drop down menu.
2. Make a selection, i.e., Bar Chart, and BouncerOnline automatically refreshes the screen with your new
chart with the same data.
3. To go back to the previous Chart Type, simply repeat these steps and select the previous Chart Type.

Bellow is an example showing the four different Chart Types with the same Age Range data for a sample week
in July.

continue to next page for changing Date Ranges
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Reviewing your Entry Data in Charts (cont.)
Changing Date Ranges
To change the Date Range:
1. Press the current Date Range to activate the drop down menu.
2. If you want a preset Date Range (i.e., Last 24 Hours. Last 7 Days, etc.), select a new preset Date Range
and BouncerOnline automatically refreshes the screen with your new chart with a revised Date Range.

3. If you want to use Custom Dates select Custom Dates
from the drop down menu.
4. The screen will refresh with a field for your current Start Date and End Date
(i.e., July 17, 2013 to July 24, 2013).
5. After you select the Start Date field,
enter a new date and press Enter/Return. The screen
refreshes with a new chart with a new custom Date Range.
6. To add a custom End Date, select the End Date field and enter a new date and press Enter/Return.
7. Alternatively, you can press the calendar icon to the right of the date field and
activate a pop-up
calendar. You can change the date using the calendar. As soon as you make a new selection, the
screen refreshes with a new chart with a new custom Date Range.
8. If you select an incorrect date format, the field will be outlined in red
and an error message will
pop up
showing the correct way to enter dates. BouncerOnline will only recognize correctly
formatted dates.

continue to next page
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Reviewing your Entry Data in Charts (cont.)
Default Date Ranges and Chart Types
Every time you log in to BouncerOnline the Date Range and Chart Type will be set to the defaults.
The BouncerOnline defaults are “Last 7 Days” and “Pie Chart.”

The instructions on the previous pages show how to change the Date Range or Chart Type.
When you are creating charts, BouncerOnline will always remember the previously used Date Range and
Chart Type until you sign off. When you log back in, BouncerOnline will always default back to the Date
Range “Last 7 Days” and Chart Type “Pie Chart.”

Exporting and Printing Charts
Charts in BouncerOnline are designed for quick and easy online review online. If you need to create detailed,
customized charts for reports and other documents, we recommend exporting your Entry Data search results
to an Excel spreadsheet. Excel offers a wider range of features for making charts and adding them to
documents.

See the section Exporting Data to Excel in this User Guide for further instructions.

More Info?
For more information on Bouncer, please go to www.bouncerap p.com
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Glossary
Glossary that includes common terms used in Bouncer and how we define them.
Captuvo – is a barcode scanner that is capable of 1D and 2D scanning. The Captuvo scanner is a small
cradle that you slide an iPod Touch into. The cradle provides a barcode scanner, magnetic stripe reader for
swiping ID’s, and backup battery supply.
Infinea Tab – is a small Device that attaches to the bottom of an iPad. The Infinea Tab provides a barcode
scanner, magnetic stripe reader, and backup battery supply.
iOS Device – refers to Apple Devices that support Bouncer including the iPhone and iPod Touch. Your
Primary Device is the first Device you register with BouncerOnline to upload your data to the BouncerOnline
servers.
Linea Pro – is a barcode scanner. This is the same Device used in all Apple Stores to scan Items and
process credit card transactions. The Linea-Pro scanner is a small cradle that you slide an iPod Touch or
iPhone into. The cradle provides a barcode scanner, magnetic stripe reader, and backup battery supply.
Venue – refers to your bar, nightclub, restaurant or any venue where you use Bouncer to monitor your
door.
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